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   The famous boat graves of 
later Iron Age Scandinavia have 
been a focus of academic interest 
for nearly 150 years, but it is only 
recently that the corpus of exam-
ples has been substantially      
increased.                                     
      In 2008-2010 two remarkable 
boat burials were discovered dur-
ing road work at Salme on the  
Estonian island of Saaremaa, and 
it is fair to say that they are unique 
in the entire field of Viking-Age 
archaeology.                                     
      Based on the objects, the bur-
ial rites, and a range of scientific 
analyses, the boats and their 
crews seem to have originated in 
central Sweden, and the graves 
may relate to some kind of Viking 
expedition into the Baltic.                  
This  talk will introduce the discov-
ery and present some preliminary 
interpretations, set against the 
wider background of boat burial 
customs and the beginnings of the 
Viking raids.                —Neil Price 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20th ANNUAL NORDIC SPIRIT SYMPOSIUM  Feb. 8-9  

        

WARRIOR WOMEN PART 
OF VIKING IMAGE 

  The warrior woman or “shield 
maiden” has long been part of the 
Viking   image, with a pedigree that 
extends from the Valkyries of Old 
Norse prose and   poetry to Wagner’s 
operatic fantasies and beyond.  
       In our own times, she has taken 
on a new lease of life through mass 
media  entertainment and television 
dramas such as the Vikings series. 
However, until recently, the actual 
Viking Age evidence for female fight-
ers, whether real or mythical, has 
been sparse and ambiguous.   
       In September 2017, the an-
nouncement that a  famous Viking 
warrior burial was in fact the grave of 
a woman went viral across the inter-
net. This talk presents the discovery 
and its   reanalysis, addresses the 
controversies and considers our atti-
tudes to gender in the Viking Age.                                
           —Neil Price      

 
 

Neil Price of Uppsala:   

     Estonian Boat Burial Discovery Broadens Viking Scenario  

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:  Neil Price 
is a leading specialist  in the Viking 
Age and the  pre-Christian religions 
of  the North. He is professor of        
archaeology at the University of  
Uppsala, Sweden.   He  will make  
two presentations: “Viking Women”  
at 7 p.m. Friday  and his second  
presentation, at  10:30  a.m.   Satur-
day, which will be on “The Salme 
Ships: Two newly-discovered boat 
burials  from the early  Viking Age   
on  Saaremaa, Estonia.” 

   Shield  Maiden 

 NORDIC SPIRIT SYMPOSIUM   CELEBRATING ITS 20th YEAR 
The Nordic Spirit Symposium is presented annually by SACHF, the Scandinavian          

American Cultural and Historical  Foundation, based at the  Scandinavian     

Center at California Lutheran Univsersity, Thousand Oaks, California.                                         

Gala reception               
5:30 pm Friday   

Feb. 8, 2019              
Scandinavian   

Center 
                           

Reservations                           
recommended     

WORLD VIKING EXPERTS TO  
       

    Neil Price of Uppsala       
University will speak Saturday 
morning  on new discoveries in 
Estonia that change the timing 
of the Viking Age.  In addition, 
Friday evening he will speak on  
Viking  Age Warrior  Women.                                                                          

SPEAK AT SYMPOSIUM 
 

     Other speakers include        
runologist Henrik Williams, 
award-winning Icelandic film-
maker Ágúst Gudmundsson, 
Icelandic actress Thorunn 
Clausen, and Cal Lutheran’s  
Viking expert, Sam Claussen.   

VIKINGS, SAGAS  AND 

RUNESTONES: 

NEW FINDINGS 

CHANGE HISTORY 

WINTER 2018-19     VOLUMN 28, Number 1 

 



NEW TECHNOLOGY LEADS TO     
HARALD BLUETOOTH FORTRESS 

                                    

  BY ERNST F. TONSING 
       CAL LUTHERAN PROFESSOR EMERITUS    
                                                                                                          

It is easy to spot an archaeologist—they have dirt under 
their fingernails, sunburned necks, and stooped backs 
from leaning over holes in the ground. That’s changed.  
Nowadays, archaeologists sit in chairs, typing away on 
computers.  

                                                                                          
     LIGHT DETECTION  

In the past, they slogged through marshes and 
struggled through forests to discover ancient sites, but 
now laser sensors called LiDAR (Light Detection and 
Ranging) flown in a plane that fires laser beams of light 
at the ground gather up data that once took months or 
years to collect.  

Researchers from Aarhus University and the Danish 
Castle Centre had been puzzled by a missing fortress. 
Four round forts were already known. They consisted of 
a trench and a rampart with four gates in the cardinal 
directions, and transversal roads that divided the interi-
ors into quarters. Each quarter held typical Viking 
“longhouses” with curving sides, forming courtyards.  

 
                   BRINGS CHRISTIANITY  

     Commissioned by King Harald Bluetooth in the ninth 
century, the four known ring forts were precisely laid out 
by a master architect who supervised their construction.  
Harald, son of King Gorm the Old and Thyra Dannebod, 
ruled Denmark from about 958, and is known from the 
inscription on a large rune stone in the churchyard of Jell-
ing in central Denmark, as the one who introduced Fyrkat 
in east Jutland, Agersborg in north Jutland, and Trelleborg 
in Skåne, southern Sweden.                                       
     They were probably constructed to strengthen Harald's 
economic and military control of the country. There was 
only one thing wrong—the symmetry of the geographical 
locations of the forts seemed to indicate a missing link.  
There should have been a fifth fort to complete the plan.   
High-resolution LiDAR mapping recently found a perfect 
circle, suggesting a Trelleborg-type fortress at Borgring in 
western Denmark. The technology discovered traces of 
the familiar circle with cross streets and longhouses that 
could not be seen from walking across the ground.  
 
  HARALD BLUETOOTH  
      All these matched what was known in the other forts.  
Samples of wood from the new fort were examined by the 
techniques of carbon dating and also dendrochronology—
that is, matching the intervals of tree rings to known sam-
ples. The age of the construction was the same as the 
other four forts—the time of Harald Bluetooth.                                             
The discovery of the new fort by LiDAR contradicts popu-
lar opinion that Vikings were unruly mobs wielding deadly 
axes.  These forts are evidence of a high civilization with 
excellent engineering skills. New technology is giving us a 
fresh evaluation of the old Vikings. 

CAL LUTHERAN PROFESSOR SUMS UP 

RECENT FINDS FROM VIKING PAST 

  State-of-the-art technology has made many recent discov-
eries possible, shedding new light on Viking life and travels. 

   Several of these major archaeological revelations will be 
summarized by history professor Sam Claussen, who 
teaches a course on Vikings at Cal  Lutheran.  His overview 
of contemporary research finds  will shed light on the chang-
ing, evolving picture of Viking Age Scandinavia. 

Make DINNER RESERVATIONS by January 31 

 

RUNOLOGIST HENRIK WILLIAMS PRESENTS: 

‘From Viking Age Sweden to Southern California: 
Unexpected Runic Evidence in Expected Places; 

Astounding Runestones in Astounding Places’ 
 

      Runologist to Highlight Discoveries 
Recent discoveries in the Swedish runic material reveal   
new insights into the Viking world, not least in the realm of 
religion and magic. Front-line research will be presented, 
some of it not even published yet. But runes may also be 
found in North America, and not just in Kensington, Minn.        
Around 100 objects claimed to be runic have been identified 
to date.  The most interesting  and   mysterious of these will 
be discussed.                                     

 —HENRIK WILLIAMS 

 

The Scandinavian Center                                   
at California Lutheran University 

is located at 26 Faculty St.    
 for information call 805-241-0391                               
scancenter@callutheran.edu 

Founder and director of the Nordic Spirit Symposium is 
Howard K. Rockstad.  The Symposium  receives grants    
from the Barbro Osher Pro Suecia Foundation and the 
Norway House Foundation in San Francisco. 
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WHO WAS GUDRIDUR?   

Icelandic Actress Thorunn Clausen 
Portrays First European Woman in America 

  
 

   The Saga of     
    Gudridur     

   In this epic saga of love, cour-
age and war told through traditional  
Icelandic storytelling, comedy and 
music, the audience is taken on a 
unique, touching and often hilari-
ous journey through Viking times 
with Gudridur Thorbjarnardottir, a 
woman who settled in America 
around the year 1000 and sailed 
across the     Atlantic seven times.      
        The actress Thorunn Clausen 
plays all the roles in the story, male 
and female, including Gudridur her-
self, Grimhildur the troll-like 
farmer’s wife, Freydis the warrior 
woman, Thorfinnur Karlsefni and  
Leif Erikson.   

     Thorunn Clausen is an Ice-
landic actress, singer and song-
writer who has had an extensive 
acting career,  having studied act-
ing in London and singing and vo-
cal coaching in Copenhagen.    
     She has appeared in numerous 
plays, films and TV shows and re-
cently starred in the highly ac-
claimed American comedy show 
Documentary Now!.  
     Thorunn has worked with many 
Icelandic directors and filmmakers, 
including Icelandic Hollywood    
director Baltasar Kormákur.  She 
has received nominations as best    
actress at the Icelandic Theatre 
Awards and the Icelandic Film 
Awards.  
     Her theater roles have varied 
from drama, acrobatic shows and a 
one-woman Viking show, to com-
edy and musicals.                                                                 
     She has toured several coun-
tries including South Korea, Rus-
sia, Croatia, Denmark and Norway. 
     Thorunn also has a singing and 
songwriting career, and has                                         
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
directed and translated musicals 
and plays. She studied music and 
piano from a young age and is a 
prolific lyricist, having written songs 
and lyrics for well-known Icelandic 
artists, including the Icelandic entry 
for Eurovision in 2011.  
     In May 2018 she again wrote 
the Icelandic song entry for the 
Eurovis ion competit ion—Our 
Choice.  
    She is also a well-known voice-
over artist for commercials and car-
toons in Iceland as well as  interna-

tionally.0  
 

THORUNN   CLAUSEN 

  Scandinavian festival APRIL 6-7  10 am - 5 pm 

Twenty Years of  the Nordic Spirit Symposium     

2018      Vikings Reach America:  First Contact                                                                                                                                                                       
2017      All Power is of God:  Reform in Sweden and Finland                                                                                                                                                                   
2016      Kings, Nobles and Bishops:  Reform in Denmark, Norway and Iceland                                                                                                                                                               
2015  Iceland!  Land of Fire, Ice and Vikings                                                                                                                     
2014      Scandinavians in the Old West                                                                                                                                                                   
2013  Scandinavian Peacemakers and Humanitarians                                                                                        
2012  After the Vikings—Before the Reformation:  Scandinavia in Transition                                                     
2011      The Nordic Explorers:  Voyages, Expeditions and Discoveries                                                                                                                                                                          
2010      The Nordic Explorers:  From Polar Frontiers to the Silk Road                                                                                                                                                              
2009      Sagas and the Viking World                                                                                                      
2008      Myths, Digs and Saga Kings:  A New Look at the Viking Age                                                   
2007      Grieg, Genes and Global Reach:  Contemporary Scandinavia                                                    
2006      On the Cutting Edge:  Scientific, Environmental and Cultural Developments                                                                                                                                                                    
2005      The Swedish-Norwegian Union and the Emergence of Nordic Nationalism                                                                     
2004      The Northern Front:  Scandinavia in World War II Part 2                                                                                  
2003      The Northern Front World War II— Neutrality, Occupation and Resistance                         
2002      Scandinavian Immigrants:  Builders of Nations                                                                                                                                                        
2001      The Vikings:  Eastern Traders, Merchants, Empire Builders and Royal Guards                                             
2000      The Vikings:  Westward Exploration, Expansion and Settlement 

Which 

ones           

did          

you       

attend? 



                                                              
      

        Most Icelanders can easily trace their  
genealogical roots a thousand years back, all 
the way to the Viking era.    Furthermore, 
they can boast of the unique literature of the 
Icelandic family sagas, depicting a pre-
Christian society. This may contribute to the 
notion that the Icelanders have a greater 
tendency to look back in time than most   
other  nations.                                                                                                                       
         When my first feature fi lm                                             
turned out to be an unexpected box-office 
hit, it was clear to me and my partners that 
our second movie would be based on one 
of the Icelandic sagas. I chose The Saga of 
Gisli, a story of crime and revenge set in the 
10th century, written 300 years later. This 
decision prompted a thorough research of 
the pre-Christian period in Iceland.  

 
  HISTORICAL ACCURACY                                   
          Medieval scholars often find fault with 
historical accuracy of films and  TV ser-                                      
ries about the Vikings – rightly so in  many 
cases, but the tables can be turned on the 
scholars, who sometimes  are obliged to 
accept the limitations of their knowledge of 
the Middle Ages. The most difficult task is    

  usually to  portray ordinary life in a believ-
able way.                                                 

      
       
     In movies, being ambiguous is rarely an 
option, as all is revealed on the silver 
screen down to the tiniest detail. Simply 
showing people sharing a meal can raise 
many questions, a delicate exercise that the 
director and the actors have to tackle.  

 
                      PAGAN WAYS                  
       Precious little is known about pagan 
religious ceremonies, to take yet another 
example. Too often the tendency has been 
to show them with Church liturgies in mind, 
which, in many instances, is bound to be 
way off the mark. This is where the script-
writer and the director have to be inventive, 
within the parameters of the limited knowl-
edge of pagan rituals.  

        In such cases, the lack of knowledge 
can be a source of inspiration. Turning 
weakness into strength becomes the aim on 
such occasions. 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 

  FROM SAGA TO CINEMA  —  MAKING VIKING MOVIES 

 OUTLAW 
                ’The Saga of Gisli 

       

Vikings, Sagas and runestones:             
new Findings Change History 

 

Nordic Spirit Symposium                                                                       

Feb 8-9, 2019 

CAL LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY 

 
Scenes from the 1981 Icelandic film  Outlaw (Útlaginn)           

The Saga of Gisli directed by Ágúst Gudmundsson                   
8 p.m. Friday in the Preus Brandt Auditorium 

BY ÁGÚST GUDMUNDSSON   
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       CITY_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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                                                                       Make check payable to SACHF 
 

       Household (family) $60 ___     Individual $40___    Fulltime student $20 ___           
  Sponsor/organization $75 ___   Life  $1,000  ___   Patron  $500 ___        

                DONATION TO NORDIC SPIRIT SYMPOSIUM ________________________ 



 

The   
Nordic Spirit Symposium 
brings together leading international scholars and 
experts in their fields, sharing the latest information 
about topics of interest to the Scandinavian Ameri-
can community and others.   
       Set in a congenial environment that combines 
dining, discussion, music and drama with scholarly 
expertise.  Now celebrating two decades of bringing 
together the community in camaraderie with purvey-
ors of knowledge in the contemporary setting of        
Cal Lutheran University in Thousand Oaks.    
       Clockwise from top left, Kirsi Stjerna speaking 
on the Reformation in Finland; The Rev. Guy Erwin, 
bishop of the Southwest Synod, ELCA;  CLU presi-
dent Chris Kimball greeting the audience in 
Samuelson Chapel, a Viking re-enactor from Ravens 
of Odin; presenters at the 2018 Symposium; the    
audience assembling in the lobby; noted  L’Anse 
aux Meadows archaeologist,  Birgitta Wallace.   

Make your dinner and lunch reservations 
by January 31, 2019  

The Nordic Spirit Symposium    

 
SYMPOSIUM  LINE-UP 2018 — 
Below, from left, Howard K. 
Rockstad, Symposium director; 
Bern Francis, Jette Arneborg, 
Birgitta Wallace, Gisli Sigurds-
son, Donald Holly, Jesse Byock, 
and Jaan Calderon.  Presenters 
at the 2018 Nordic Spirit Sym-
posium, titled “Vikings Reach 
America:  First Contact.”  In the 
Samuelson Chapel at Cal Lu-
theran. At left, Greg Vaughn, a 
member of the Ravens of Odin 
Viking Reenactment Group. 

 


